This paper deals with the distributed queue dual bus (DQDB) (IEEE 802.6) network, and makes two independent contributions. First, the unfairness problem of DQDB is addressed, and several alternative solutions that can improve the network's fairness are proposed. They include (1) the proportional assignment scheme (PR); (2) the (multiple-request) FCFS-message-queue-based DQDB scheme (MD); and (3) a combination of MD and PR, denoted by MP. Implementation methods that require simple additional hardware on top of the regular DQDB interface are outlined. Simulation examples are employed to compare the performance of the above schemes and to gain insights into their characteristics. The performance of these schemes are also compared with those of regular DQDB and bandwidth balancing DQDB.
I. INTRODUCTION
The distributed queue dual bus (DQDB) network is being adopted by the IEEE 802.6 working committee as a metropolitan area network (MAN) standard [DQDB90, Moll88, NeBH88] . Logically, the network structure corresponds to that shown in Fig. 1(a) . The main advantages of DQDB are the simplicity of its access mechanism and the fact that it can utilize all of the channel capacity (on either bus) independent of the network size and the channel data rate. However, some problems with unfairness in the protocol have been identified (e.g., [Fili89, HaCM90, KaCa90, Wong89] ). Specifically, it has been shown that a station will receive better service (in terms of higher throughput, lower mean message delay, or both) if it is located at the head of a DQDB bus; and over both buses combined, the station will perform better if it is located at either end of the network [KaCa90, Limb90] . This skewness becomes more prominent when the network's end-to-end propagation delay becomes significantly greater than the packet transmission time.
To overcome the unfairness problem, some modifications to the basic DQDB protocol have recently been incorporated [HaCM90, LeDu90] . The bandwidth balancing (BB) strategy [HaCM90] is implemented by adding an extra counter to the regular DQDB interface. What this strategy effectively does is the following: over any one bus, it upper-bounds the throughput of heavily-loaded stations under heavy traffic conditions, while satisfying the bandwidth demands of lightly-loaded stations. Further, the allocated bandwidths are independent of the stations' positions on the bus, and they only depend on the set of offered loads on that bus. This policy can therefore be considered to be symmetric. The cyclecompensation DQDB scheme [LeDu90] is based on the notion of cycles and bandwidth allocation in such cycles, but implementation of this strategy is not so straightforward.
Our first contribution in this paper is the investigation of several alternative, distributed, and easyto-implement strategies that can overcome the unfairness problem of DQDB. One such strategy, called the proportional assignment scheme (PR), performs bandwidth allocations to the individual stations in such a way that the assignments are in proportion to the individual offered traffic loads. Thus, unlike BB, DQDB (DQ), BB, and an even-simpler No Control (NC) scheme.
The second contribution of this paper is the development of an analytical model of the DQDB network. So far, simulation methods have mainly been employed to predict the performance of the DQDB network and its variations. To the best of our knowledge, accurate analytical models have only been developed for the case of two transmitting stations on a bus under heavy load (which is characterized by both stations having an infinite supply of packets) [HaCM90, Wong89] . These models can predict the station throughputs, given some initial network condition. Stochastic inputs and a general number of stations are allowed in the models in [Bisd90a, Bisd90b] . Although the latter models capture the positiondependent performance of DQDB stations, they do not take into account the interstation propagation delays. Further, the models are based on the independence assumptions that all slots arriving at a station are equally likely to be empty with the same probability; in the same sense, history of the request bits on the reverse bus is also not captured.
Our development of an analytical model of the DQDB network is conducted in Section III. By employing some constrained assumptions for analytical tractability, a Markov chain model for the entire DQDB network is formulated. The version of the DQDB network that we model is simple; specifically, we ignore the bandwidth balancing (BB) counter [DQDB90] from the model. Thus, the system state descriptor consists of the request counter and countdown counter values at the various stations, the statuses of all of the busy and request bits in transit over the entire network, and the queue lengths at the various stations (including information on the number of queued packets whose requests have not yet been generated). Thus, the model can handle a general number of stations, it takes into account the interstation gaps, and it captures any dependencies on the statuses of the arriving slots (busy/empty) and of the arriving request bits (set/unset). However, the model also results in an enormous state space. To reduce the state space complexity, pruning methods are employed to discard impossible states. The analytical model can predict an individual station's throughput and mean packet delay for known (possibly asymmetric) loading patterns. Also, it can be relatively easily extended to approximately model bandwidth balancing DQDB and the PR scheme, by incorporating a probabilistic transmission rule which parallels the operation of the "idle bandwidth concept" of BB and PR. The model is verified via simulation.
For the sake of completeness of the paper, we close this Introduction by providing a brief description of the DQDB protocol.
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A. The DQDB Protocol
The logical structure of Fig. 1 (a) can be physically realized as a ring, and it can provide fault tolerance [DQDB89, Moll88] . A station's interface on either bus has a repeater which can perform the following tasks: it can examine each bit coming in from the upstream portion of the bus, and it can process the bit (i.e, overwrite it) before passing it on downstream. DQDB provides the Queue Arbitrated (QA) protocol for nonisochronous (bursty) traffic such as regular data; it also allows the Pre-Arbitrated (PA) protocol for isochronous (real time) traffic such as packet voice. Our focus will be on the QA protocol, and we will consider a single priority class of traffic. We will outline the protocol for packet transmissions on Bus A only. The strategy for transmission on Bus B is similar with the roles of the end stations and the two buses reversed. This is partially achieved by requiring that each station maintain a set of counters − a request (REQ) counter and a countdown (CD) counter − for each bus. The counters are initially reset to zero. In order to access an empty slot on Bus A, Station i will issue a request on Bus B (for Stations 1 through i-1 to hear, essentially). It does so by successfully setting the request (R) bit in the AC field of a reverse-flowing slot on Bus B. Note that the R bit might have already been set, in which case the station continues to set the R bit until it is successful in changing a R bit from 0 to 1. An idle station continuously monitors both buses. It increments its REQ counter each time it sees a set R bit on Bus B, and it decrements the REQ counter for each empty slot that passes by on Bus A. The REQ counter value at Station i indicates the number of stations downstream from Station i (i.e., Stations i+1 through N) that have waiting packets, so that Station i should let go that many empty slots before accessing one itself, in order for the system to be fair (i.e., in order to serve the distributed arrivals in as close to a FCFS order as possible).
When Station i has a packet arrival (for transmission on Bus A), it downloads the contents of its REQ counter into its CD counter and it clears the REQ counter. Then it signals a request on Bus B (to Stations 1 through i-1) by successfully setting R=1, and enters the countdown state. Using this technique, the station has established itself in the global request queue.
In the countdown state, the station continues to increment its REQ counter as before. Also, it decrements the CD counter for every empty slot passing by on Bus A. When the CD counter goes to zero, the station accesses the next empty slot on Bus A to transmit its packet. After its packet transmission, the station goes back to the idle state. And only now is the station allowed to generate its next request corresponding to its next queued packet even though that packet might have arrived a long time back. It is precisely this problem that our multiple request schemes will attempt to overcome.
The logic diagram of a DQDB station's interface is shown in Fig. 1(b) . For additional details on DQDB, see [DQDB90] .
II. STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVED FAIRNESS IN DQDB
Although the DQDB protocol achieves a per-bus channel capacity of unity, it can result in unfair service as well. For details and some illustrative examples, see [HaCM90, Wong89] . In the following subsections, previous work on improving DQDB's unfairness are briefly discussed first; then our proposals are outlined; and finally various performance comparisons are conducted.
A. Previous Work 1) Bandwidth Balancing (BB) [HaCM90] . This method was proposed for improving the fairness in DQDB networks. The main idea here is to perform better bandwidth allocation by allowing some bandwidth wastage. Each station is required to leave some empty slots into which it could have otherwise transmitted. Specifically, each station is allowed to transmit during a fraction α (α < 1) of its normal transmission time. Let α = β/(β + 1), where β is a positive integer. Then, each station will let go by untouched an additional empty slot after its every β th transmission. This scheme can be implemented by using an additional counter (called a trigger counter) per station (see Fig. 1(b) ). Now, every time a station transmits a data segment, its trigger counter is incremented by one. When the counter reaches β, it is reset to zero and the request counter is incremented by one.
The "wasted bandwidth" concept is the key principle behind why the BB mechanism works so well.
Although each station perform only a local operation (viz. it transmits in at most α fraction of slots that it is allowed to access), the "wasted bandwidth" essentially creates a covert signaling channel, with the ultimate result that the steady-state station throughputs converge to the same distribution, independent of the network's initial condition. This desirable property was not present in original DQDB [Moll88] .
2) Cycle-Compensation (CC) DQDB [LeDu90] . This scheme is based on the concept of cycles.
Normally, a station can transmit only one packet in a cycle. However, if an active station has missed its turn due to a prematurely terminated cycle, then it can make up for the loss by transmitting more than one packet in the next cycle. The compensation given to a station depends on the number of cycles in which the station missed its turn. While this method can provide fair allocation of the bandwidth, it suffers from higher delay at light loads. Also, its implementation complexity appears to be significantly greater than that of BB.
B. New Proposals
In the BB mechanism, all of the overloaded stations are given an equal share of the bandwidth. The bandwidth allocations do not change with increase or decrease of the offered loads at the stations causing overload as long as these loads are above a certain threshold (where the threshold is a function of the scheme's "wasted bandwidth" parameter β and the offered loads at the various stations). As an example, allocated by the BB scheme will be 0.32, 0.32 and 0.32, whereas, using the proportional scheme, they will be 0.19, 0.29 and 0.48 (approximately) respectively (for wasted bandwidths of 0.04 under both schemes). We formally define our proportional assignment scheme below.
1) Proportional Scheme (PR)
. This scheme was motivated by the BB mechanism. In the BB scheme, the control rate R is the same for all the rate-controlled stations, and it is proportional to the idle bus capacity. That is,
where ρ j is the offered load at Station j, γ j is Station j's carried load (throughput), ( 1 − Σ j γ j ) is the idle channel capacity W B , and β is a parameter which determines (1) the scheme's wasted bandwidth, (2) the threshold load (1 − W B * ) at which rate control sets in, and (3) the rate of the system's convergence to its steady state [HaCM90] . Note that if Σ j ρ j < 1 − W B * , then none of the stations are rate controlled, and R has no meaning.
Under PR, we require that the control rate at Station i be proportional to Station i's offered load (i.e., R i ∝ ρ i ), and also that stations leave some spare capacity, as in BB, for proper bandwidth sharing in a decentralized fashion. So, now, the rate control operation becomes
where β is a constant parameter, but we retain the condition
Note from (1) and (2) that we will have γ i = ρ i if and only if
that is, W B * = 1/β. Thus, none of the stations are rate controlled as long as the total offered load is below the bound in (3). When the total offered load exceeds 1 − 1/β, all stations become rate controlled simultaneously. In this way, PR differs significantly from BB.
For a given distribution of offered loads {ρ i } so that rate control is in effect (i.e., (3) is false), it follows from (1) and (2) that
Thus, the bandwidth allocation is unrelated to the state of the network when overload occurs. Since the form of (4) does not change if any two variables γ i and γ j are interchanged, the steady state throughput distribution is independent of the network configuration (viz. the relative positions of the stations on the network). This "symmetry" property holds for BB as well.
For implementation purposes, we note from (1) and (2) that when rate control is in effect,
In the original DQDB scheme, a station is allowed to transmit whenever its countdown (CD)
counter is zero and the bus is idle. But, under PR, Station i is allowed to use only a fraction φ i of the idle bus time. The PR scheme can therefore be implemented by forcing Station i to increment its request counter by one after its every (βρ i ) th transmission. This can be performed by using a trigger counter (as in BB) (see Fig. 1(b) ). Note that the value of (βρ i ) must be truncated or rounded off to an integer. In our simulation experiments, we choose to perform the rounding operation. This scheme can also be implemented by using a probabilistic transmission method where Station i transmits its packets with probability φ i only when it is allowed to [MuMe88] .
In order for the scheme to respond dynamically to changing loads, a station should estimate its own arrival rate (ρ i ) from time to time, and calculate the value of its corresponding (βρ i ) with which to operate its trigger counter. The above estimation and calculation can be performed by the upper layers of the protocol, and the value of (βρ i ) can be placed in a register whose contents determine when the trigger counter should fire (viz. when should the station leave an additional empty slot). But, it is possible that the operations can be performed at the station's interface as well, as follows. Now, we employ another counter called the arrival counter (denoted by AR i ), and increment it by β each time a packet arrives (either accepted or blocked) at Station i. After every η slots, the station estimates the value of (βρ i ) according to (βρ i ) = AR i /η, and AR i is reset to zero. If we choose η = 2 n , where n is a positive integer, then the above division operation (including truncation or rounding) can be easily implemented. History of previously-computed (βρ i ) values can be factored into the calculation of (βρ i ), but this will require more processing and memory. A similar dynamic control problem has been treated in [MLMB90] .
Some properties of the PR scheme are discussed below.
Equal Blocking. The PR scheme achieves equal blocking if each station has a finite message buffer. Let P Bi denote the blocking probability at Station i. Then,
which, from (1), and from the fact that a blocked station must also have been rate-controlled (and hence from (2) as well) becomes
which is the same for all stations.
Wasted Bandwidth. Let S be the total throughput of the system (i.e., the total carried load). It is known that the system wastes the minimum amount of bandwidth when all stations are rate controlled. When rate control is not in effect, we have S = L where L = Σ j ρ j is the total offered load, and W B = 1 − L.
When stations are rate controlled, (1) and (2) imply that
That is,
Combining the two cases, we have
We observe that, for a given β, the bandwidth wastage decreases with the increase in the total offered load when rate control is in effect. Note that this desirable property is not present in BB.
2) (Multiple-Request) FCFS-Message-Based DQDB (MD) Scheme. Consider a network where each station is provided with a multiple packet buffer. Under earlier versions of the DQDB protocol [Moll88] , a station would send a request for a packet transmission only when the corresponding packet reached the top of the buffer. Effectively, therefore, the protocol attempted to create a fictitious distributed "global queue" with packet arrivals maintained in a close-to-FCFS order, but it allowed each station to include only one entry in this queue. Consequently, when stations have multiple packets (or multi-packet messages) buffered, the status of the "global queue" is not very current. Also, since the relative frequency with which a station successfully sets a request bit on the reverse bus determines that station's carried load, that station's throughput can be lower if it is not allowed to signal about all of its queued packets soon enough; and this is especially true when overload occurs. Realizing this problem, later versions of DQDB allow stations to generate multiple outstanding requests when a station has multiple packets buffered, and each station is also allowed to have a request pending counter which keeps count of the number of buffered packets at the station corresponding to which requests have not yet been generated.
Operating under the same basic spirit, we propose an architectural variation to the DQDB interface so that the distributed (multi-packet) message arrivals can be maintained in as close to a FCFS order as Counter is nonzero. This strategy is followed in [DQDB90] . But, besides being able to quickly signal the presence of multiple packets in a message, our objective is to have a DQDB station equipped with a multiple message buffer as well. Let us consider an example scenario which will attempt to serve the distributed messages in FCFS order. Consider an arbitrary (tagged) message arrival at Station n, and let this message be of size µ packets. Let the station's buffer contain m −1 packets (including the one currently in service) when this arrival occurs. Assume that ER m request(s) arrived at Station n between this message arrival and the previous message arrival. Now, after the tagged message reaches the top of the message queue, Station n must allow ER m empty slots to pass by. Then, Station n can start transmitting all of the µ packets in the tagged message into the available empty slots. >From the starting of a message transmission until its completion, no empty slots are allowed to pass by Station n (unless required by some other additional mechanism, e.g., bandwidth balancing or higher priority requests).
The architecture of a station's interface employing this scheme is shown in Fig. 1(c) . When the tagged message consisting of µ packets arrives at Station n, the Request-Pending Counter is incremented by µ. This will allow Station n to signal for its backloged packets as soon as possible. The Request
Counter is now used a little differently than that in DQDB. The message itself is stored in the station's main memory. A pointer to the message's main memory location along with the current Request Counter -----10 -value (viz. its value when the tagged message arrived and referred to as ER m above) is stored in the interface buffer (called Circular Buffer in Fig. 1(c) ). Then, the Request Counter is reset to zero. Thus, the Request Counter counts the number of requests received between two successive message arrivals (that are accepted, not blocked). When the tagged message reaches the top of the buffer, the CountDown counter is loaded with ER m that was stored in the interface buffer. The interface buffer can be implemented either as a circular buffer with pointers to the head and tail of the message queue or as a barrel shifter. Once the station has allowed ER m empty slots to pass downstream, it persists to transmit all of the µ packets of the tagged message, one by one, without giving up any additional empty slots (unless required by some other mechanism such as BB or PR).
3) Message Queue With Proportional Assignment (MP) Scheme. The beneficial properties of the PR and MD schemes are combined together to arrive at the MP scheme. Now, the bandwidths are allocated in proportion to the offered loads, but stations are also allowed to have multiple outstanding requests so as to maintain a current version of the ''global message queue''.
C. Performance Comparisons
In order to compare the performance of the various schemes, simulation models of the network running under the above strategies were formulated. In these simulations, the default interstation distance was 50 slots. Each station was provided with multiple message buffers. For examples in which the total offered load per channel was below unity, we simulated the case of infinite message buffers at each station. For examples where the load was above unity, we used 100 message buffers per station. The message arrivals at Station i followed an independent Poisson process with rate λ i msg/slot, and Station i's message lengths were geometrically distributed with mean µ i pkt/msg. Packet size was chosen to be equal to a slot duration. For BB, the value of β was chosen to be 9 in all of our numerical examples. The value of β for PR (as well as for its FCFS-message-queue version MP) was chosen by equalizing its minimum wasted bandwidth with that of BB when all stations are rate controlled. Hence, we have β PR For these performance comparisons, not only do we consider the new strategies PR, MD, and MP, but previous strategies as well, viz. DQ and BB. In addition, we compare these strategies with a No Control (NC) policy. Under NC, there is no signaling on the reverse bus, and stations simply monitor all slots, and they transmit any queued packet in an empty arriving slot with probability one. Obviously, this scheme would be maximally unfair, but its performance is interesting to compare with the other schemes.
-----11 -First, we consider the case of two active stations located 50 slots apart, each having infinite buffers, and their generated traffic results in a combined bus utilization of 0.8. We consider the same arrival rates and message length distributions as in [HaCM90, Table 4 ], and show the mean message delays under the various schemes in Fig. 2. (Note that the throughput performance of all the schemes is the same because stations have infinite buffers and because the total offered loading is below the channel capacity.) We infer from Fig. 2 (as also from Fig. 3 and 4 ) that BB and PR schemes realize nearly-symmetric performance characteristics. That is, the performance characteristic of any station is almost independent of the position of the station in the network. Actually, a station's throughput is position-independent (as expected from equations (1) and (2)); however, for the two-station case, the mean message delay increases slightly as the station is moved downstream on the bus with respect to the other station. This is due to second-order effects of durations of available slots that a station can transmit in. Fig. 2 also indicates that BB favors stations with lower traffic load, and that the station with higher load suffers the highest mean message delay under BB than under any of the other schemes. Also, among all the schemes studied, the overall average delay was highest under BB, and it was lowest under the NC scheme (as one would expect), except for the case in Fig. 2(e) where the queue length at Station 2 becomes very long under NC.
The proportional scheme favors the station with higher arrival rate, while the station with lower arrival rate encounters longer delays. And for the same arrival rates, PR favors stations with shorter messages. Note also that the overall average delay under PR is always significantly lower than that under BB.
Another observation is that the multiple request mechanism (used either with DQ or PR) tends to reduce the delays of the downstream station when the latter offers lower workload. This is expected since the downstream station signals the upstream station about all of its backloged messages more promptly.
Hence, in general, the overall mean delays are expected to be lower under MD and MP as compared to those under DQ and PR respectively. An exception is the case where the upstream station itself has a very heavy load (e.g., Fig. 2(a) ) so that the gain in the downstream station's performance does not significantly offset the loss in the performance of the upstream station.
Also note that in networks running under MD and MP schemes, requests are less uniformly distributed over the reverse channel, as compared to the situation in networks running under DQ or PR schemes, respectively. Thus, the upstream station is more likely to see a large number of consecutive unset request bits. This tends to decrease the delay of the upstream station (except when its loading is also very heavy).
In Fig. 3 , we show the mean station delays under different schemes with 5 active stations, interstation distances of 50 slots, bus utilization equal to 0.9, infinite buffers at each station, and geometric message lengths at all stations with mean 100 slots. Further, we consider one of the five stations to be heavily loaded with 9/10th of the total traffic (so that its message arrival rate is 0. Delays increase abruptly just after the heavily-loaded station.
In addition, Fig. 3 shows that, in DQ, delays at stations upstream to the heavily-loaded station decrease along the direction of information flow, whereas delays at stations downstream to the heavily- In Figs. 4(a) through 4(e), the delay and throughput characteristics of an overloaded network under various schemes are shown. We have used the same setup as in Fig. 3 , except that the arrival rate at the heavily loaded station is now 0.006 msg/slot, and it is 0.0025 msgs/slot at each of the other stations, and that each station has a finite buffer that can hold 100 messages. Since the network is overloaded (with a total offered load equaling 1.6 pkt/slot), some of the downstream stations can become starved under schemes that do not use the wasted bandwidth concept for controlled channel allocation, viz. under NC, DQ, and MD. Moreover, when the network is overloaded, unpredictable behavior of DQDB induces arbitrary delay and throughput distributions among the stations. Under BB, the available bandwidth is equally shared between all of the five active stations, while under PR and MP, the available bandwidth is shared between the stations in the ratio of their offered loads. Also, under overload conditions, the overall average delays of the BB and PR schemes become almost the same, but the corresponding delay under MP is slightly lower.
The transient behavior of an example network operating according to the PR scheme under heavy load is plotted in Fig. 5 . In this example, three stations are considered. The interstation distance equals 50 slots, while β = 8 is chosen. Station 1 is always active; Station 2 is active during the period 12,000 to 20,000 slots; while Station 3's activity lasts during 4,000 to 16,000 slots. Stations 1, 2 and 3 are assumed to generate their traffic according to offered loads of 2.0, 0.5, and 1.0 pkt/slot respectively (during their activity periods). Fig. 5 shows that, initially, Station 1 can utilize all of the channel bandwidth after leaving some spare capacity, of course. At time 4000, when Station 3 turns on, the two stations readjust their bandwidth allocations, so that their throughputs are in the ratio of their offered loads (viz. 2:1). Also, the total network utilization increases slightly and the wasted bandwidth decreases since the total offered load to the network has now increased. When Station 2 turns on at time 12000, the stations perform another redistribution of their throughputs, which are now in the ratio 2:0.5:1; also, the total bus utilization increases by an insignificant amount. When Station 3 turns off at time 16000, the new throughputs of Stations 1 and 2 follow the ratio 2:0.5. The PR scheme is therefore found to work as desired.
The transient durations, viz. how long it takes for the system to reach its steady-state throughput redistribution, depend to a large extent on the parameter β and on the interstation distances. When β is small, faster convergence can be achieved for the price of a higher wasted bandwidth. Also, the system converges faster for networks with smaller interstation distances, as was observed for BB [HaCM90] .
These results are not shown here separately to conserve space.
III. AN EXACT ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR DQDB
In this section, we present an exact analytical model for (an earlier version of) the DQDB network.
The method can be relatively easily extended to approximately model the BB and PR schemes also.
Although the basic model for DQDB is exact, it suffers from some limitations as well. First we describe the model; then we discuss its pragmatic aspects.
A. Model Description
For ease of presentation, let us first consider a DQDB network with two active stations that are interested in transmitting information on Bus A. Let the upstream station be numbered '1' and the downstream one be numbered '2'. Since Station 2 is the most downstream active station it does not need any request or countdown counter. We make some additional simplifying assumptions which are different from those made in Section II. Now, we assume that there is a single packet buffer at each station.
The buffer is released at the beginning of a packet transmission. The interstation distance is assumed to be one slot. A packet arrives at Station i with probability r i during a slot duration. (For simplicity, packet arrivals will be considered at slot boundaries only, viz. just before a slot ends.) Depending on the buffer availability, a packet arriving at a station will be either accepted or blocked. In order to incorporate the BB and PR schemes in our model, we have an additional requirement that Station i transmit its packet in an empty slot with probability p i . For modeling DQ, we chose p i = 1 for all i. But, by using p i <1, the idle capacity schemes in BB and PR can be approximately modelled. Note that several of the above assumptions can be relaxed, but they may lead to added model complexity.
The model is designed as a Markov chain in which state transitions occur at the slot boundaries.
For the 2-station case with a one-slot interstation gap, the state space can be described by the vector Let q ij be the probability of the system moving from State i to State j over a one slot duration.
Then, Q = [ q ij ] is the system's state transition probability matrix. Let π i be the steady-state probability of the system being in State i. Then, the steady-state probability vector Π Π = [ π i ] can be obtained by solving the following equations : can be expressed as the difference between the packet interdeparture time and the time for a packet arrival after the previous packet's departure; plus the packet transmission time of 1 slot. (Note that the buffer is released as soon as the packet transmission starts.) Also noting that the mean packet interdeparture time at a station is the reciprocal of that station's normalized throughput (in pkt/slot), and that Station i takes 1/r i slots on an average to generate a new arrival after its previous departure, the mean packet delay D j at Station j is given by
where j = 1, 2.
B. Scalability
The above model can be generalized in terms of number of stations, interstation gap, and buffer size. The state space descriptor for a system with N stations, interstation distance equal to d slots, and K buffers per station can be specified by the vector Unfortunately, the system's state space increases rapidly with an increasing number of active stations, interstation distance, or buffer size. However, the increase is not exponential since the number of states that the system can actually reach is far less than one would expect from the state space description, because several states would be invalid. For example, the Countdown counter value must be zero when no packet is queued at a station. Hence, for any valid n, all states with CD n ≠0 and Q n =0 would be invalid. Nevertheless, the steady-state probabilities (and, hence, the throughputs and mean delays at the stations) for a general system can be obtained very systematically based on this model. 
C. Usefulness and Limitations
The model is simple and exact. It produces accurate results and it can be applied to a DQDB network under any configuration and traffic pattern. However, the rapid increase of the system's state space with the increase in the network dimensions (number of active stations, interstation distance and buffer size) demands a large computer system with sufficient memory.
As an example, consider a network with two active stations, interstation distance of 5 slots, and single buffer per station. The number of different states that the system can be in was found to be 23,028.
Although this number is much less than the maximum number of states that the state descriptor allows (which is 221,184), we still need about 2,121MB of memory (assuming 4 bytes per floating point number) to store the state transition matrix.
D. Analytical and Simulation Results
To demonstrate the accuracy of the model, we first chose a DQDB network with two active stations, single buffer at each station, and interstation distance of one slot. Mean packet delays and throughputs at the two stations (obtained from the analytical model as well as from simulations) under various traffic loads are shown in Table II . The analytical and simulations results are found to be in very close agreement. In Table III , we show the mean delays and throughputs at the two stations with different interstation distances. Now, we choose r 1 =1.0 (i.e., Station 1 is always ready), while r 2 =0.2. Since Station 1 is always busy in this example, note that the total utilization of the bus is always unity under DQDB.
For demonstrating the modeling and performance of a modified DQDB (M_DQDB) example, we chose the same setting as in Table III except that Station 1 is allowed to transmit with probability 0.9 in an empty slot when it is allowed to (i.e., p 1 =0.9), while p 2 =1. The corresponding results are also shown in Table III . The results indicate that the delay at Station 2 can be significantly reduced (at the cost of a slight increase in Station 1's delay) if we force Station 1 to surrender a fraction of the channel bandwidth.
This modification can be used to approximately model a station operating according to one of the "idle capacity" schemes such as BB or PR.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper made two important contributions to the study of DQDB networks. First, several alternative solutions to improve the unfairness problem of DQDB were investigated. One proposal was to employ proportional assignment so that under overload conditions the bus bandwidth can be divided among all of the stations in proportion to their offered loads, independent of the network size and the relative station positions. The second proposal required that stations follow the regular DQDB protocol, except that they be also allowed to make multiple outstanding requests in order to form a global FCFS message queue. A combination of the above two strategies was also studied. The corresponding station architectures, viz. the use of simple additional hardware on top of the regular DQDB interface to implement the above schemes, were outlined. Simulation examples were employed to compare the performance of the above schemes and to gain insights into their characteristics. The performance of these schemes were also compared with those of regular DQDB, bandwidth balancing DQDB, and a no control
scheme.
An analytical model of the DQDB network based on a Markov chain was also formulated. The system state descriptor consisted of the request counter and countdown counter values at the various stations, the statuses of all of the busy and request bits in transit over the entire network, and the queue lengths at the various stations (including information on the number of queued packets whose requests have not yet been generated). Although the state space complexity is quite large, it can be significantly pruned by
